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Dear Readers,
The turbulence of the last few months has called on us all to show great
patience. In view of this, we are all the more excited to present you with the
particularly inspiring stories contained in the new Mercedes me magazine.
To create this issue, we met with several extraordinary people – people
whose ideas and energy embolden us and trigger new ways of thinking.
One of these is inventor Urs Böhme, who with his ingeniousness has left a
lasting mark on the world of Mercedes-Benz. Indeed, the 49-year-old has registered 104 patents so far, with 40 more in the pipeline. Böhme is one of many
at Mercedes-Benz who live and breathe the company’s innovative spirit.
Formula 1 World Champion Lewis Hamilton, in turn, uses his public profile
to advocate for greater sustainability both inside and outside the world of
motor sport. His team, Mercedes-AMG Petronas, has set itself the ambitious
goal of becoming climate-neutral before the end of this year – a goal that the
entire Formula 1 industry only plans to achieve in 2030.
A recent example of the creativity boasted by our engineers and designers
is the electrically powered Vision EQS study that we photographed the racing
driver with in Australia. This show car gives us a great idea of what a modern,
sustainable luxury vehicle of the future will look like. During the photo shoot,
Lewis Hamilton told us, “When the EQS, that is, the electric S-Class arrives,
I really want to drive it!”
It will take a while before dealerships take receipt of the EQS. However,
this is not the case for the EQC*. Also electrically powered, this car enables you to experience tomorrow’s electrical mobility today. There is a lot to
discover in this issue.
We hope you enjoy reading it!
The Editorial Team

The magazine can
also be read in the
App Store and on
Google Play:
mbmag.me/ios
mbmag.me/android

Lewis Hamilton
The Formula 1
champion is
unusually candid in
his interview with
Mercedes me. You
can read about how
he sees the world.
Page 16

Copenhagen
in an EQC
Another mover and
shaker: we teamed
up with designer
and start-up pioneer
Søren Rose to explore
the Danish capital.
Page 56
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“I want to do good” – a stirring encounter
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a family travels the world in a Mercedes
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Learning to let go: golf professional Sandra Gal
embarks on a new life

** Model Mercedes-Benz
GLE 350 de 4MATIC Coupé
Combined fuel consumption,
weighted (l/100 km)1: 1.3–1.1
Energy consumption, weighted (kWh/100 km)1: 28.7–24.9
Combined CO₂ emissions,
weighted (g/km)1: 34–29
1 For more information
please see page 27.
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Travelling the world: what our authors and photographers experienced
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Mercedes-Benz is one of
the founding partners
of the Laureus Sport for
Good foundation

5 Laureus World Sports
Awards – Berlin
This time, Laureus celebrated
not only outstanding athletes
such as gymnast Simone
Biles at the annual awards
ceremony, but also its own
anniversary. For 20 years, the
foundation has focused on
the power of sport to connect
people and motivate them in
unique ways. laureus.com
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1 Easton Chang –
photographer, Melbourne
The Australian photographer
snapped pictures of the
Formula 1 superstar Lewis
Hamilton in various places
along the Great Ocean Road.
He succeeded in capturing
an unusually personal side
of Hamilton.

2 Julia von der Heide –
photographer, Berlin
After her shoot with four
top female athletes, the
Berlin-based photographer
said: “A lot of people are
even surprised to see
women playing basketball.
How would they feel about
women rugby players?”

3 Marie-Sophie Müller –
author, New York
The author drew inspiration
from the New York subway
system for her essay on
the power of science fiction.
Passengers are using
the latest technology, yet
the doors of each car open
and close mechanically.

4 Jasper Carlberg –
photographer, Copenhagen
Jasper Carlberg did not have
to travel far to meet up with
Søren Rose: both of them
call Copenhagen home and
have a keen eye for the beauty
of detail – Søren Rose as
a designer and Carlberg as
a photographer.

PHOTOS LAUREUS, PRIVATE (4)

The foundation was established in 2000 and promotes
socially disadvantaged
children and young people
through worldwide sports
projects, thus helping them to
strengthen values, self-confidence and personal skills.
By learning to take on personal responsibility, the young
people are encouraged
to lead a better life through
their own efforts.

The first Wellendorff spinning solitaire ring.

E

verybody said it couldn‘t be done. A ring that spins without diamond
solitaire. For 16 years we invested a lot of passion, Heart and soul and precision
in the development of this special piece of jewellery and only stopped
when it was perfect. The first patented, Wellendorff spinning solitaire ring
„Thank you for“.
You can learn more about the secrets of the ring in the new film or
from your Wellendorff jewellery expert: Tel. (+49) 170 - 29 74 535
or expert@wellendorff.com.

Available at the finest jewellers and at your Wellendorff Boutiques in:
Berlin • Düsseldorf • Frankfurt • Mainz • Stuttgart • Munich • Vienna • Hong Kong • Beijing • Tokyo • San Francisco

TREND

Blue skies, white sand: dreaming of the beach
In every issue, our editorin-chief Hendrik Lakeberg
selects a number of products to
brighten up your day

Recovery rub
ca. €50
prima.co

We can all agree it doesn’t
really start to feel like summer until we can slip into our
summer clothing, and the sun
encourages us to roll up our
sleeves or put on a casual
shirt, like this one from Bed
J.W. Ford. The feather-light
satin fabric will cool you
down as it flutters on a light
summer breeze.
The generously sized sunglasses from Viu take after
the classic aviator style and
protect eyes that are not yet
accustomed to the glare of the
sun. The sustainably produced
recovery rub from prima provides a refreshing feeling on
the skin. And the light trainers
from Arket will not only put
a spring in your step, but they
will show everyone that the
long-awaited days of summer
have at long last arrived.
The compact crossbody bag
from JW Anderson helps you
keep your personal belongings in one place when you
decide you want to spend the
next couple of hours doing
absolutely nothing besides,
of course, enjoying the first
moments of summer.

Satin shirt
€464
bedjudewillford.com
matchesfashion.com

Sunglasses
€145
shopviu.com
Trainers
€60
arket.com

PHOTOS PR (5)

Bag
€648
matchesfashion.com
jwanderson.com
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MEET THE PERFECT SHORTS
HANDMADE IN
PORTUGAL

AVAILABLE IN
40 COLOURS

ELASTICATED
WAISTBAND

HIDDEN ZIP
POCKET

FREE SHIPPING
& RETURNS

ORDER YOUR MR MARVIS SHORTS NOW ON MRMARVIS.COM
only available online

Exclusive Locations for Your Dream Holiday
DOLLENBERG
SCHWARZWALD RESORT *****S
Meinrad Schmiederer
Dollenberg 3
77740 Bad Peterstal-Griesbach
Baden-Württemberg, GERMANY
T +49 (0) 7806 78-0
info@dollenberg.de
www.dollenberg.de

DOLLENBERG
SCHWARZWALD RESORT «««««S
Your holiday in the Black Forest National Park! Dine in sophisticated restaurants such as the gourmet restaurant ‘LePavillon’, which boasts
2 stars in the Michelin Guide. The rooms, junior suites, suites and luxury suites are islands of cosiness. The DOLLINA spa and wellness oasis
offers pure relaxation over 5,000m2. Relax in 6 different pools, 7 saunas and a steam room. Aromatherapy baths, body treatments and wraps,
Ayurvedic massages and massages from all around the world, a gym, yoga, aerobics and an in-house doctor complete the offering. The
Dollenberg also has a 70,000m2 park and a rustic Black Forest lodge, the Renchtalhütte.

HOTEL CHALET TIANES –
ALPINE RELAX****S
Family Piccolruaz
St. Michael 3/2
39040 Kastelruth
South Tyrol, ITALY
T +39 0471 708082
info@hotel-tianes.com
www.hotel-tianes.com

HOTEL CHALET TIANES –
ALPINE RELAX ««««S
Your hotel in Kastelruth: family-run and close to nature. We pamper you with the luxuries of a perfect holiday: traditional cuisine using local
produce, a fabulous wine cellar, large, luxurious suites and romantic rooms, all with a balcony and panoramic view, so you can enjoy the
summer sun and the peace of the surrounding nature. Relax in our two-storey relaxation area with water beds or enjoy our heated indoor and
outdoor pool or our 3 saunas, some with views of the meadows and forest.

QUELLENHOF
LUXURY RESORTS
Family Dorfer
South Tyrol/Gardasee, ITALY
T +39 0473 645474
info@quellenhof.it
www.quellenhof-resorts.it

YOUR PRIVATE
LUXURY HIDEAWAYS ...
You’ll find a duo of 5-star luxury holidays in South Tyrol and in Lazise on beautiful Lake Garda. Quellenhof Luxury Resorts combine the perfect
harmony of South Tyrolean warmth and the typical Italian “la dolce vita” approach to life. Both resorts offer a spectacular spa area for all those
who want to indulge in rest and relaxation. The sauna, relaxation and pool areas are divided into “adults only” and family areas to meet the needs of
both those seeking tranquility and families. Besides an exclusive wellness & spa area, both resorts impress with excellent culinary options. With
magnificent suites and vast garden and relaxation areas, you can fully unwind, relax and experience pure pleasure away from everyday life!

Impressum: Feldkircher Medienpartner GmbH, GF Walter Feldkircher, Kirchnerstraße 6, A-6111 Volders, www.feldkircher-medienpartner.com, Firmenbuch-Nr. FN 464135b – LG Innsbruck, UID-Nr. ATU 73277367

PROMOTION

HOTEL

CRISTAL ««««S
Take a look around and enjoy the gorgeous view from the charming rooms
or the lounge terrace over the breathtaking mountain landscape of the
Rosengarten and Latemar. One of the nearby peaks is called Bellamonte,
while many of the others are some of the most beautiful hiking mountains
in the world. Of course, you’re sure to find your hiking, cycling and nature
paradise. And how about golf at 1,200 metres? South Tyrol’s most beautiful
18-hole course invites you to indulge in a holiday with drive. The Cristal
wellness & beauty programme ensures both rejuvenation and recovery. The
top-notch cuisine also makes for a nice view: an exceptional team of chefs
impress with tasty titbits from the exquisite cuisine of South Tyrol as well as
international delicacies.

HOTEL
CRISTAL ****S
Family Thaler
Obereggen 31
39050 Deutschnofen
South Tyrol, ITALY
T +39 0471 615511
info@hotelcristal.com
www.hotelcristal.com

HOTEL

KAISERHOF «««««S
The Hotel Kaiserhof *****Superior Hotel in Ellmau offers pure relaxation for those
who want to enjoy a very special break. Experience the perfect combination
of well-being (2 Relax lilies) and culinary pleasure (2 Gault Millau toques) in a
wonderfully peaceful location on a sunny plateau high above Ellmau. The Kaiserhof *****Superior has undergone extensive renovation work to offer even more
relaxation from July 2020.
New: adults-only spa on 4 levels with 18-metre-long Unlimited Mountain Pool
ON TOP, event and panoramic saunas, salt steam bath, infrared booth, gym
and relaxation areas with stunning views of the surrounding mountains. Rooms
and suites with luxury furnishings, sophisticated Skybar with a panoramic view
of the Wild Kaiser.
Exclusive offer for Mercedes readers: 1 partial massage (20 min) pp. with one
week reservation plus 1 “Von der Natur des Genießens” Kaiserhof cookbook
per room!

HOTEL
KAISERHOF *****S
Hotel Kaiserhof GmbH
Family Lampert
Harmstätt 8
6352 Ellmau am Wilden Kaiser
Tyrol, AUSTRIA
T +43 (0) 5358 2022
info@kaiserhof-ellmau.at
www.kaiserhof-ellmau.at
ATU40320906

S TA R T
Mercedes-AMG A 45 S*: Fancy some action?
The new
Mercedes-AMG
A-Class meets
four-legged friends
with cult status

Call it a classic. The Nodding
Dog bobblehead has long been
a cheerful, chipper passenger,
nodding its head in time with
traffic since 1965.
Today it is considered a cult
figure that has blossomed into
a social media star on Instagram – and a bestseller in the
Mercedes-Benz online shop
(shop.mercedes-benz.com).
Five members of the species recently got together for a
photo shoot around the new
Mercedes-AMG A 45 S.
It is safe to say they only
sniffed out the 421 hp (310 kW)
strong high-performance
model. As co-pilots of the
sporty Mercedes-AMG, those
heads would be bouncing too
hard to test-drive anything else.

The Mercedes-AMG A 45 S was
photographed by Ranier Fernandez. The brand invites photographers to show unique scenes
from the world of
Mercedes-Benz on
Instagram. Search for
#MBSocialCar.
mbmag.me/insta
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*Model
Mercedes-AMG
A 45 S 4MATIC+
Combined fuel consumption (l/100 km)1:
8.4–7.4
Combined CO₂
emissions (g/km)1:
192–170
1 For more information
please go to page 27.
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POLE POSITION

Sensing communication: interview with founder Laura Bücheler

Interview by
RÜDIGER BARTH

Ambitious: Laura Bücheler (left)
is an engineer; Co-Founder
Isabella Hillmer is a neuroscientist.
ghost-feel.it

Ms Bücheler, what exactly does
your technology do?
Our technology transmits impulses from
machines to humans using the sense
of touch. When you enter information
in a display, you’re using sensor technology. We focus on what’s coming the
other way, what’s coming back from the
machine – this is actuator technology.
One example of how we already use our
sense of touch is when the phone vibrates
on receiving an incoming message. The
problem with this alarm function is that
it doesn’t tell us who sent the message or
what it contains. Our tactile interfaces can
do a lot more.
You developed a car seat for the
STARTUP AUTOBAHN innovation
platform, launched by Daimler AG,
and this car seat uses vibrations to
transmit information from the
navigation system to the driver.
How does this work?
Small motors are built into the seat behind
the driver’s back. These motors are controlled by data from the navigation system,
and their vibrations tell the driver when to
turn off and where. One navigation system
can emit around 270 different messages,
and our project shows that all this information can be transported. We invited about
a thousand people to take part in a simulation, and most of them said, “Great, when
will you be starting serial production?”
One of them told us, “Finally I know which
way is left.” He’d felt it without having to
think about it.
What makes driving such
an ideal situation for using
haptic feedback?
When you’re driving a car, you get an
extreme amount of visual and auditory
input. You pay attention to the navigation
system, your speed, the traffic, you listen
to music, you have passengers in the back
seat – all this has to be processed. But that
means you barely notice the little red light
in the display. Our idea is to transfer relevant information to a channel which isn’t
used as yet: our sense of touch. These tactile messages are known as “tactons”.
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Do we understand these
tactons right away?
Yes, through learned patterns we carry in
us. Everybody has these patterns of touch.
When somebody taps you on the shoulder, you look behind you – this is what
you learnt to do when you were a child. If
you control vibrations in such a way that
a wave moves from the top to the bottom,
you feel as if someone is stroking your
back. These patterns are our main area of
focus. The reactions take place subconsciously, which means they happen intuitively and very fast.
Where else can this technology
be used?
The possibilities vary greatly – it could
for example be built into a vest, a belt or
a seat, as I said before. What’s important
is that the body maintains continuous
contact with the vibration motors. Just
recently, a study was carried out at TU
Berlin to find out whether it’s easier to
learn to row using virtual-reality goggles
or the sense of touch. Breathing is very
important when you are rowing; coordinating your breathing and your movement
is a challenge.
The belt or VR goggles give the test
subjects the signal …
… to breathe in or breathe out, that’s right.
The results were really exciting. The
visual feedback through the goggles was
well received because it was immediately
understood – but it didn’t make the learning process any faster than conventional
training methods. In contrast, the haptic
feedback felt unusual, even strange, but
significantly accelerated the learning process. With regard to applications, we are
holding talks not only with gaming businesses but also with the industrial sector,
which can use the technology for training
or the correct execution of work processes.
We provide a software which enables people to build tactile interfaces themselves.
The customer makes a number of decisions: Shall I link the user with a belt, a
seat, a vest? Which patterns do I want to
activate, and what should they feel like? I
want this tacton to be played whenever this

PHOTOS MAXIMILIAN POWER, MERCEDES-BENZ AG INFOGRAPHIC GHOST-FEEL.IT

Start-up “Ghost –
feel it” uses the sense
of touch to interact
with machines

POLE POSITION

Prosthetics

Sensor data

Haptic shirt

Amputee

Can feel sensor information
> feels prosthesis

Valentin Buss, research
engineer for future technologies
at Mercedes-Benz AG

Automotive

Car data

Haptic seat

Driver/passenger

Can feel car information
> improved driving experience

Prosthesis or car seat: impulses from machines are felt as vibrations.

impulse is generated. We have compiled a
library of patterns which you can browse.

hearing impairment who feels music
through vibrations.

How complex is the communication we
can achieve using our sense of touch?
This initially depends on the body part.
The fingertips contain a significantly
higher number of receptors than the back,
for example. One of the criteria for sensitivity is two-point discrimination. How
far apart do two points have to be before
you can distinguish between them? On the
back, they have to be nearly four centimetres apart; on the fingertips, they are much
closer together. The signals emitted by the
motors can also vary in position, size, frequency or wave form.

Will it one day be possible to convert
music into signals so that hearingimpaired people can feel the rhythm
and consequently the spirit of the song?
Our company actually grew out of a similar idea after watching the science-fiction
film “Ghost in the Shell” about the fusion
of human and machine. We’ve started
working on a hand prosthesis which transmits impulses to its wearer. It’s about
everything you feel but don’t see. With our
software, we want to show that machines
can give something back to humans.

Do you know the song by Herbert
Grönemeyer in which he sings, “She
only likes music when it’s loud, when
the ground shakes beneath her feet”?
Yes, it’s a song about a woman with

Will this be normal in ten years?
I very much hope so. There will be a lot of
products we can use intuitively without
thinking. We will barely notice this “shy
tech”, but it will make life a lot easier. And
people happier.

“I found out about Ghost – feel it
at our in-car gaming challenge in
July 2019. Since my work as a futurologist includes investigating the
future of user interaction, the concept of tactile interaction appealed
to me right away.
The visual channel is strongly
dominant in us humans, but that
means it is also heavily utilised.
Using the tactile channel, or the
sense of touch, opens up a whole
range of new possibilities. One
example of this is the 100-day
project we set up as part of the
STARTUP AUTOBAHN innovation
platform, which involved building a seat that makes navigation
instructions such as ‘turn left in
300 metres’ perceptible by touch.
Naturally this is just one example;
many other applications exist both
inside and outside the vehicle.
These include tactile vests to help
production staff when they are
working with computer-assisted
tools or industrial robots.
Our collaboration with Ghost –
feel it is another very good example which proves that we at
Mercedes-Benz are on the right
path with our open innovation
approach. Getting a functional
prototype up and running in less
than four months shows how well
STARTUP AUTOBAHN interacts with
group research and the start-ups.”
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“I want
to be
a positive
guide”
The six-time Formula 1 world champion is the
racing star of Mercedes-AMG Petronas. A global icon.
You think you know Lewis Hamilton?
Be surprised: as he meets the luxurious Vision EQS,
we meet a new Lewis. A man who takes a stand
Interview by HENDRIK LAKEBERG Photos by EASTON CHANG
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Thoughtful man:
the racing driver
turned 35 last January.
We met him near
Melbourne,
on the coast.

W

e met Lewis Hamilton in Melbourne in the week building up to the 2020 Australian Grand Prix, which would
have been the start of the new Formula 1 season, and
for Lewis, the start of his bid for the 7th World Championship – a
new record. Later that week, after the interview, the race was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, it wasn’t our
intention to portrait the star racer Lewis. Instead, we wanted to
talk to him about his personal and professional efforts to change
the world for the better – in short: his attitude towards life and
what matters most.
Lewis, let’s go directly to the heart of things: What drives you?
Well, I love discoveries. I love learning things. And I love learning
things I didn’t think I could do. When I was growing up, people told
me I couldn’t do things. Couldn’t be a racing driver. Couldn’t play
an instrument. At school, teachers told me I was never going to be
anything. Each time I learn something new, I’m drawing from that
and proving people wrong. Even when I got into Formula 1 … Still
today, people tell me: “You can’t do that!”
But you can …
Yes, I can. I think I’ve proved wrong everybody who ever doubted
me. And I’d love to continue doing that. My mind is free. I’m not good
at everything, but I try. I’d like to try everything while I’m here on
this earth. And I’m very competitive, so I generally get half-decent
at things when I practise them. And I just think you gain knowledge
when you learn a new skill, a new instrument – or see a new place.
You gain understanding and knowledge. And knowledge is power.
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Do you remember a moment when you realised your words
have power, that they make an impact on others?
I see it all the time. When I meet people, at a gas station or just on
the street. Friends and family – people on social media constantly
message me. Some of my team members have gone vegan now,
too, as I did before. The other day in Amsterdam somebody came
up to me and said, “You’ve changed my life!” That’s very surreal.
A little overwhelming sometimes. Just by writing or personally
taking action, you can impact the life of another. It feels incredibly rewarding, and it’s been amazing to get that kind of response
from people.
You’re showing a new side of Lewis Hamilton to the public:
taking a stand, fighting for nature, fighting for animals.
How new is this for yourself?
I’ve always had empathy for nature and animals, it’s not a new
development – I’ve had it my whole life. But I haven’t always been
conscious of it necessarily. I just wasn’t aware of it so much. Until
I’m sitting on a flight or at home and looking at Instagram, and
an image or video pops up of animals being killed in Asia, the
UK, or Europe. And I think, “What am I watching? What is this?”
Ultimately, I think we’re all quite ignorant of these things. I grew
up eating all the things everyone eats. Putting stuff in my mouth
without really knowing where it came from.
Where does your relationship to animals come from?
When I was born, my parents had just got a Labrador dog. He was
by my side every day until I was eight. When he passed away, it was
one of my most devastating days until that point. I had cats, I had
dogs. I’ve always been a lover of animals. Then, when I was in my
late teens, when I started to hear about people killing animals to
use their fur for clothes … I never bought anything that had real fur
on it. A bit later, I started to see the real impact that we’re having.
Social media has made it a lot more visible. I took action to go
vegan and not contribute to that industry anymore. On the plus
side, for me personally, I just felt a million times better, so I wish
I’d done it before. But just ethically, I feel great every day that I’m
not contributing to that industry and want to use my platform for
people that are listening and watching to highlight it. Bit by bit,
even if it’s one person a year, that’s already making a change. Now
I’m constantly looking for “What is your purpose? What can you
give back? How can you help make a change?” We are not here
for nothing.
What’s your purpose, Lewis?
It took me a long time to realise I have this amazing platform.
I never thought I’d have nearly 15 million followers on Instagram.
I never thought I’d post something and it would change somebody’s life or somebody’s day. I could post a picture saying “Don’t
give up, I know it’s tough”, and people write back, “Oh my God,
I was on my last thread today, and you just lifted me up. I needed
that.” When I started to really realise the power of that platform,
I started to think to myself: “Okay, I have got to start channelling the right messages – meaning, positive ones. That’s what

Lewis asks himself, “What can
you give back?”

“I never thought
I’d post something
and it would change
somebody’s life”
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Lewis looking
at the Vision EQS,
which shows the future
of sustainable luxury.

“It’s great seeing Mercedes
moving forward using
sustainable materials”
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Fan of electric
driving: Lewis likes
the majestic aura of
the Vision EQS …
… and its luxurious
interior concept.

I want to be a positive guide, not just somebody posing for
pictures, or posting irrelevant things.
Do responses such as those give you the energy you need to
keep going?
Even if I didn’t get a reaction from anyone, that wouldn’t stop
me – it’s just how I’m wired. I like to think that I’m having a positive
impact. I think we’re all trying to discover our purpose and each
year I’m discovering mine. Having a really positive impact on people’s lives, sending out positive messages and helping to educate
people, all while trying to constantly educate myself. I don’t know
everything. I’m still reading about things and discovering things on
the way, but everything I touch in general is moving in the direction
of sustainability. I’ve been pushing it and being vocal about it.
Mercedes-Benz has set itself ambitious goals towards a
sustainable future and emission-free mobility by 2039. Are
you happy with that?
It’s about being sustainable and circular, recycling things: it’s great
seeing Mercedes moving forward in using sustainable materials
in cars, moving forward with electric cars. Or the fashion brand
Tommy Hilfiger, who has pushed and encouraged to use more
recycled fabrics. Or getting my collection out and working towards
100 per cent sustainable materials. With everyone I’m working
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with, I’m trying to do that. Of course, everyone has their right
to their own opinion, so there are people that think differently
and that’s their choice. I’m not forcing it upon them. For myself,
I wish I’d had the education of what I know now – I wish I’d known
it ten years ago, or more.
Does that urge explain why Australia’s recent wildfires
moved you so much?
At the end of 2019, I saw the news about the fires, the devastation and how it has been affecting people who are living here
in Australia, but then, even more so, the animals. After Christmas, I heard that 1.5 billion animals had perished within a year.
I couldn’t get my mind around that number. I was devastated by
it. I felt helpless. I was on my break and asked my team what I
could do in order to help. Can I fly over there now? I ended up
donating to support the effort. But my mindset was: when I’m
in Australia, I want to take a day and see where that money is
going and get to see the people that are affected first-hand.
When you drive into the mountains, you notice that all the trees
are black and burned – as far as the eye can see. There has been
a regrowth, so some grass is starting to reappear and some green
back on the trees. I got to meet a couple of animals that were
affected by it and these amazingly beautiful people who are dedicating their time and their lives to those animals. They are really
the heroes and the inspiring ones. From seeing them, I felt some
hope for the future.

Welcome on board:
the interior design
takes its inspiration
from the world
of luxury yachts.

“I wish I’d had
the education of
what I know now
ten years ago”
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In how far are you pushing for change in Formula 1?
The first thing people will say is, we travel around, fly to different locations and drive cars that emit CO₂. So you’re conflicted
the entire time, but that’s the business. And whether I’m in it or
not, it will continue. That’s just how business goes. But I have a
powerful voice within the business. Changing it from within is my
goal. Leaning on Mercedes really helped me – supporting their
movement of not only being the best car brand, but being the
most sustainable. For many companies, being sustainable is just
a tick in the box: “We recycle paper” or something – but sustainability is now becoming more and more of a priority within these
businesses. It’s still not number one, but slowly with the pressure
from outside and climate experts, it has started to be pushed to a
priority within organisations such as Formula 1. Now, Formula 1 is
starting to take action.
Meaning what precisely?
Massive amounts of plastic are left in the regions where we race
over a weekend. So, I encourage the teams to recycle and to not
use plastic – it’s these seemingly small things that ignite a thought
process. It goes into a spiral and positive things come from it.
I’d like to think that I’ve been a part of that mindset change and
I would be proud if that were true.
If you imagine yourself in the future and look back
at this moment, what would you be the proudest of?
What would stand out?
If I look back in 20 years’ time, the racing part will be only one
aspect of my career.

Lewis wants
to use his platform
to help create a
sustainable world.
As a connoisseur
of brilliant lines,
Lewis enjoys the
“one-bow” design.

Scan the QR-code
and see the video:
mbmag.me/lewis
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You’re kidding, Lewis. You will be remembered as
a legend of racing!
Well, even though it’s pretty big what we’ve achieved right now,
it’ll be the smallest thing in my mind in the future. My goal is to
help change an industry to accept diversity and to be forwardthinking, and to move towards a greener outlook. My goal is to
continue to succeed because that gives me the platform – the
step on the ladder to shout as loud as I want, and project views
and knowledge, while having the power to change things. It hasn’t
been a diverse business or sport since I’ve been here and since
way before me. I’ve been here 14 years and diversity is still not
written big.
Could you explain that, please?
When I stop in the next three or four years, there won’t be another
black driver or Person of Color in the sport for some time. Could
be ten years, could be more. And it’s not only that. It’s catering. It’s
marketing. It’s engineers, mechanics, travel-team – literally across
the board. The pool from which they recruit is not diverse enough
either. So there is still a lot for me to do. I can win any number of
championships, but if I don’t succeed in that area, it will all be
for nothing.

L E W I S H A M I LT O N

“My goal is to help change an
industry to accept diversity and
to be forward-thinking, and to
move towards a greener outlook”

Determinedly
caring for the
world around him:
Lewis will stick
to his own path.
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* Model
Mercedes-Benz
EQC 400 4MATIC
Combined energy
consumption
(kWh/100 km)1:
20.8–19.7
Combined CO₂
emissions (g/km)1:
0
1 For more information
please see page 27.

Glimpse into the
future: the Vision EQS
stands for many things
Lewis Hamilton wants
to fight for – even
years after his career
has ended.
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LEWIS HAMILTON ON THE EQC AND THE VISION EQS

(Eagerly awaiting the first glimpse of the Vision EQS, which is still
out of sight):
“The EQC* is my favourite new car by Mercedes-Benz. I drove it
at the Formula 1 tests in Barcelona. I’d seen it before, but I hadn’t
actually driven it. So I didn’t know its capabilities. It’s super
impressive. The speed and the direct drive you have. I got to put it
to the test. I was so happy. It was just so cool. You know, in terms
of driving and cars, I used to say I’m old school. I love V12 engines
and big engines – the sound and the vibration. But I’m getting used
to this whole futuristic vibe that you get when driving electric cars.
The Vision EQS has already had quite a lot of talk, after been presented last autumn. It looks fantastic.”
(The Vision EQS arrives, finally.)
“Look at those wheels. Wow, that’s really cool. I love how much
glass there is. So smooth from the bonnet up. Really beautiful.
Awesome. I have to see the inside. (Opens the doors and sits down
in the driver’s seat.) Amazing. I know this is a show car but once
the EQS comes out, the electric S-Class, this will be my car.
Definitely.”
Hendrik Lakeberg met the Formula 1 champion for this moving in-depth
interview. As an afficionado of fashion, our editor-in-chief of Mercedes me
magazine was especially looking forward to talking to Lewis Hamilton.
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Artificial intelligence
should one day enable
automated vehicles to
deal safely with complex
traffic situations.
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Learning from each other
Rapid developments in artificial intelligence are making automated driving possible.
However, engineers have a lot to do before the technology can become a part of our
everyday lives – and important ethical questions have to be answered
Text by HENDRIK LAKEBERG Illustrations by ROCKET & WINK
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W

e only notice that a new form of
technology has conquered the
world once it has become an
indispensable part of our everyday lives.
The smartphone, for example, became an
ordinary part of our lives at astonishing
speed. But don't we find ourselves wishing
we could just put it down now and then?
Doctors and scientists are increasingly
issuing warnings about the potential for
addiction among young people. This is the
unpleasant side of an innovation that has
by and large enhanced our lives.
Can we learn from this and many other
comparable examples? When we are developing new forms of technology, can we
identify possible negative effects as well
as the benefits so that they can be eliminated in the long term? Yes, says Elizabeth
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Hofvenschiöld, futurist at Daimler AG,
who is responsible for dealing with the
social and ethical questions raised by
new technology.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the
main areas of her work. At Daimler AG, this
technology is used for all kinds of applications in areas ranging from manufacturing
to the final product, from distribution to
the Legal department. In future, automated driving will be the most important
use case at the product level, explains the
researcher, and with it, a technology that
can make everyday mobility more convenient anywhere in the world, significantly
increase traffic safety in general, and minimise the risk of accidents. Automated
driving holds enormous potential. However, it will take some time before vehicles are able to transport us without our
intervention. Hofvenschiöld sees this as a
great opportunity: “We can eliminate the

undesirable potential consequences of disruptive technologies like these during the
development phase.”
Human habits
In concrete terms, this means that critical questions are not only justified but
also essential if engineers and developers
are to be sensitised to the need to adapt
technology such as automated driving
– which would not be possible without AI –
to human habits as seamlessly as possible.
And also to build confidence in passengers
and other road users. Only when we have
accepted this technology as a part of our

Artificial intelligence can enable a
vehicle to evaluate
its surroundings the
same way we do.
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“It’s about creating a balance between innovation
and responsibility. If this happens, we can change
the world for the better in the long term”
Elizabeth Hofvenschiöld, futurist, Daimler AG

everyday lives will we be able to exploit
its potential in full and make our mobility
safer, more efficient and more convenient.
An automated vehicle has to be guaranteed to drive at least as safely in traffic as a
human (see also issue 1/2020 of Mercedes
me), and to brake reliably at pedestrian
crossings, even if somebody crosses the
road without paying attention.
In situations like these, it is essential
that the automated vehicle recognises
people if it is to function without a hitch.
For the developers, making sure of this is
a highly complex task. AI also demands
a capacity for abstract thinking from us

humans. As its name indicates, once it
is fed the right data, AI learns to function largely independently. This makes
it so valuable, yet it also takes some getting used to.
Transparency and responsibility
We cannot imagine the breathtaking
quantity of data that self-learning algorithms can analyse in a matter of seconds.
Data handling requires a number of
clear, understandable rules. These do in
fact already exist: where the data comes
from, which options users have to influence the distribution of data, and also the

ways in which companies can collect this
data – all this is regulated by law. However,
these rules must also be communicated
transparently.
“It is important that we also teach the
technology human qualities such as mindfulness and inclusiveness at the development stage to ensure that different groups
of people are treated fairly and equally”,
says Hofvenschiöld. Daimler AG is accordingly the first automobile corporation to
adopt four principles for the use of artificial intelligence. These are: 1. Responsible
use, 2. Explainability, 3. Protection of privacy, and 4. Safety and reliability. In other
words: to develop a form of technology as
transparently as possible that will make

Creating trust: the
vehicle sends signals
that we understand
intuitively.
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our lives better. Maximum safety is one of
the key brand values of Daimler AG. This is
clearly reflected in Vision Zero, an initiative
that is pursuing the vision of accident-free
driving – something that would be inconceivable without automated driving and AI.
Technology and empathy
Alexander Mankowsky also engages with
the ethical questions raised by automated
driving. The futurist and his colleagues at
Mercedes-Benz are working on ways to
enable automated vehicles to communicate efficiently with road users.
The “cooperative vehicle” is a foretaste
of what could lie ahead. Lighting elements
have been installed on the roof of a converted S-Class which emit signals telling
road users that the vehicle is in automated
driving mode. Slow flashes indicate that
the vehicle is braking, fast ones that it is
about to set off. People should be able to
recognise these signals intuitively. The
idea is to create a kind of informed trust
between automated vehicles and human
road users, explains Mankowsky.
In January, with the Vision AVTR,
Mercedes-Benz offered a view of a distant
future (Mercedes me issue 1/2020). The
vehicle study is based on this idea of a
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“Vehicles have to learn some degree of feeling,
since we, too, are more likely to be guided by
feelings than by rational thought”
Alexander Mankowsky, futurist, Mercedes-Benz AG

cooperative vehicle: “Vehicles have to
learn some degree of feeling, since we, too,
are more likely to be guided by feelings
than by rational thought”, says the futurist.
There is still a long way to go until we
can “merge” with our automated vehicles
in the way imagined by the creators of the
Vision AVTR. Until then, engineers will
continue working to make sure that AI can
take the measure of us humans as precisely
as possible.
Reconciling the logic of algorithms with
human thinking is one of the tasks of Alexander Mankowsky, Elizabeth Hofvenschiöld and many others at Mercedes-Benz.
“It’s about creating a balance between

innovation and responsibility. If this happens consistently, we can change the world
for the better in the long term”, says
Hofvenschiöld. The goal: a future in which
technologies have learned to act responsibly, and in which a basic human need is
met – the feeling of safety.
More information about
the four principles of artificial
intelligence is available at:
mbmag.me/AI
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THE FOUR PRINCIPLES OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AT DAIMLER AG

The use of artificial intelligence (AI) requires clear guidelines. Daimler AG – as the first vehicle manufacturer ever –
has defined four principles:
1. Responsible use

3. Protection of privacy

“We design artificial intelligence responsibly. We take
advantage of the opportunities offered by artificial
intelligence and weigh up the consequences in line
with our corporate values.”

“We respect privacy - we take its protection into account
already in the design phase of artificial intelligence. We
support privacy-friendly technologies.”

2. Explainability
“We are committed to a high degree of transparency this is how we want to promote trust in artificial intelligence. To this end, we support explainable artificial
intelligence.”

The goal:
humans and
technology
in harmony

4. Safety and reliability
“We develop and test our AI technologies conscientiously
and according to the state of the art in science and technology. We take appropriate measures to develop safe
and reliable artificial intelligence.”
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The courage

The urge to leave behind constraints and spend time with the family: this is what inspired
Maria Zehentner to take the bold step of going on a journey around the world.
She has been travelling with her husband Leander and their son Lennox for nearly four years.
Far away from home, she experiences a new freedom – and rises to unforeseen challenges

to opt out

Text by SABINE NEDDERMEYER and THORSTEN KOLLE Photos by LEANDER NARDIN/AKELA.WORLD
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M

aria feels them again
and again, the magic
moments. Climbing in
the canyons of North America
with her husband Leander Nardin
and their eight-year-old son
Lennox. When the three of them
conquer Route 66, the desert or
the rocks, she can leave behind
the bureaucratic madness that
has accompanied her on her
journey since the COVID-19 pandemic. Anxious moments waiting
to see whether their visas will be
extended, the eternal waiting on
the phone – all will be forgotten.
The family had left Australia in
January intending to travel from
Los Angeles to Canada. But the
borders were closed and their
stay in the state of Utah was
extended by months – while their
visas kept expiring.
In December 2016, the 46-yearold and her family set off from
Salzburg together. In a 1977
Mercedes-Benz LA 911 B which
they had converted into a motor
home after months of work and
christened “Akela”. “After the lead
wolf in Kipling’s ʻJungle Bookʼ”,
Maria explains. In the meantime,
the truck has become a fourth
member of the family. It has never
let them down – neither in the
cold, the heat nor the snow.
Leaving everything behind
Setting off, leaving familiar paths
behind, then discovering the
world. Maria and Leander do not
see their trip as a holiday, but
rather as a life under more exciting circumstances: “We have to
work on the road just like everyone else”, Maria says. “Only we are
mechanics, teachers and travel
planners on the side.” The fantastic, starkly contrasting landscapes
on our planet, its wide-open
spaces, and still more its people
and cultures … this is the reward
for the effort that everyday life on
the road brings with it.
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For this, Maria resigned from her
job at a travel agency. For this,
photographer Leander documents
their experiences in breathtaking
pictures. The family gives an
insight into their everyday life on
Instagram, Facebook and their
homepage akela.world. This is
where Maria writes a travel blog.
Her stories are honest and taken
from life. Sometimes the couple
argue fiercely, for example in Iran
when the nine-tonner got stuck in
the desert at 50 degrees Celsius.
But so far, Maria and Leander
have always managed to dig
themselves out of desert sand and
relationship crises. Cramming
three people into a space measuring 12 square metres is certainly not for everyone. But Maria
Heavenly:
son Lennox about
to bathe in this
oasis on Bali

dismisses it when we visit her in
Australia a few weeks before the
pandemic. While making tea in
the van’s practical kitchen, she
laughs and says, “We have the
world’s biggest living room right
outside the door.” This freedom
is the very thing that they constantly seek – and find – during
their journey.
Self-sufficient travel
The interior of their mobile
home is comfortable; the three
of them want for nothing. Their
Mercedes-Benz, now a good
40 years old, has proven to be
very reliable, the family’s perfect
vehicle. It has sufficient space
and copes well with all kinds
of terrain, and its robust
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Bright spots:
Maria Zehentner
enjoys the magical moments.
Special encounter:
In Kyrgyzstan,
the family met an
eagle hunter.

PHOTO ABOVE LEFT PRISM

130 horsepower:
The 911 has proved
to be a reliable
travel companion.
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Riding out: Maria
and Lennox explore
Mongolia.

The family enjoys
“the world’s biggest
living room”.

Into the deep:
Diving off the Indonesian
island of Sumbawa
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Enjoyable: the family
joyfully concludes that
travelling is fun.
Eclectic: in Seoul,
metropolitan
architecture meets
the statue of the
temple Bongeunsa.
Encapsulated: the van
has sufficient space
and is well laid out.

technology and fuel efficiency
are legendary. And just as important: service and spare parts
are still available worldwide for
this so-called “curved-hood” or
“short-nose” van, which was constructed between 1959 and 1995.
The family has benefited from
this on their travels. Maria and
Leander have also installed solar
panels on the roof to make sure
that they have an autonomous
energy system.
World heritage: the barbecue
Along with the magical and difficult moments, the human
moments are the most memorable. For example when the Greek
nurse in the zone bordering
on Macedonia flatly refused to
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accept payment for medication
and treatment for Lennox’s tonsillitis. Or when he made friends
with children in Iran and Mongolia. “Hide and seek” is popular
with children all over the world.
They also have vivid memories of
the many examples of hospitality
they were shown – barbecues, for
example, are a communal custom
that spans the globe.
After three and a half years
on the road, the family still loves
travelling and they have not lost
their sense of curiosity. How
long they will continue travelling
depends on their son. “He’s still
enjoying it at the moment. And
so are we.”
We met the three “Akelas”
in the Australian Yarra Ranges

Entranced: idyllic road
along the ocean in
Western Australia

Scan the QR code
and watch the film
for the article:
mbmag.me/akela

National Park, parked on the bank
of a river under ancient trees that
extended their branches protectively over the Mercedes shortnose van. The morning sun was
warming the air, and the unique
cackling of the kookaburra, a
member of the kingfisher family,
could be heard.
According to an Aboriginal
legend, the kookaburra “laughs”
loudly to make sure that people don’t miss the sunrise. That
won’t happen to Maria, Leander
and Lennox.
Sabine Neddermeyer was fascinated
by the travel adventures of the family.
Ever since she met the “Akelas” in
Australia, she has been toying with
the idea of just driving off.

Salzburg

Istanbul
Athens

Bishkek
Dushanbe

Ulaanbaatar
Seoul

Vladivostok
Kyoto
The route:
Distance 80,000 km
Countries 26
Continents 4
Climate zones 4
Time zones 11
Time taken 3.5 years

Kota Kinabalu

Darwin

Melbourne
Hobart
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Making history:
When Nawal El
Moutawakel won
the gold medal
for Morocco in the
400 metre hurdles
at the 1984 Olympics
in Los Angeles, this
photograph of her
earned worldwide
fame. Understandably so, since she
was the first-ever
African woman
and first-ever
female Muslim to
become an Olympic
gold medallist.
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Confidence
to achieve
anything
Sport provides strength, builds confidence and tests people’s limits.
The She’s Mercedes Initiative and the foundation Laureus Sport for Good
invited four elite female athletes to a conversation about performance
and fairness. Featuring hurdler Nawal El Moutawakel, swimmer Alice Tai,
squash player Nicol David and rugby player Danielle Waterman
Interview by ROX ANA WELLBROCK Photos by JULIA VON DER HEIDE
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ou all have been extremely successful at
your chosen sport. Was it your heart or
your mind that helped you get there?
Nawal El Moutawakel (NEM): You can only achieve
the seemingly impossible when everything comes
together. As soon as you reach that moment when the
competition begins, you have to be high-functioning.
The only thing I did as a teenager was train. Weekends,
family gatherings and holidays were foreign to me.
All I wanted back then was to win an Olympic medal
for the hurdles.
Nicol David (ND): Nawal is definitely correct when
she says everything needs to come together. Both my
bigger sisters played squash, so I wanted to do the
same as them from the age of five. My passion for the
sport became so great that I gave everything I had for it.
Danielle Waterman (DW): I also pursued my passion.
If I had listened to my head, I probably would never
have played rugby. It’s a pretty daft sport, running into
other people. (laughs)
Someone already mentioned that heavy training
also means going without. What does your
sport give you?
ND: As an active athlete I went through periods that
totally sapped my energy, but I kept pushing myself to
my limits; I had goals. I reached them time after time
after time, and that eventually gave me the confidence
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I needed to believe that I could achieve anything
I wanted to.
NEM: For me, the ten hurdles you overcome on
the track are just like hurdles you must overcome in
real life. You have to conquer them one by one. Sport
is a passion that teaches you determination. It gives
you confidence. You believe in yourself and in what
you’re doing, and you don’t count the hours you put
into something if you really love it. Having an attitude
like this is a strong foundation for achieving success in
other aspects of your life.
Alice Tai (AT): It can sometimes be difficult for young
people with disabilities to find their place. Sport gives
them the feeling of being able to reach high-level
goals despite physical impairments. I think that’s a
great thing.
Alice Tai, you compete in the Paralympic
Games as a swimmer. There is a classification
system for these games that can prove
controversial. What do you think about it?
AT: I think that’s always a sensitive issue. The variety of
disabilities is now so great that the classifications have
become more complicated; there is always someone at
the top and someone at the bottom. But I am sure that
the Paralympic Committee and Para Swimming will do
everything to make it as fair as possible. I hope that
one day it will be completely fair.
Technologies have a large influence on
people’s performance. What new opportunities
are you using?
ND: We measure how many steps we’ve taken in a
certain period of time and track our heart rates. This
analysis helps us align training perfectly with the
individual needs of each athlete and is also highly
likely why I haven’t had a single injury in 20 years.
It’s fascinating!
DW: GPS tracking has changed rugby. We often play
three matches over two days, which means a lot of data
can be collected in a short amount of time. Like how
many metres you’ve run, for instance.
NEM: Unfortunately we didn’t have technology like
this when I was active back in the ‘80s. Occasionally we
even ran barefoot on tracks covered in mud.
How are things in general with
technological transformation?
What do you make of it?
NEM: Much has changed these days, the equipment,
the stadiums, the tracks, basically everything. Performance has gotten better as a result.
AT: In swimming, new technologies are being used
for swimwear. Mine has carbon fibres, the same as
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Nawal El Moutawakel
today. The Moroccan
was 25 when she
wrapped up her
active sports career,
three years after her
victory, and switched
to politics. She is a
vice-president of the
Olympic Committee
and co-founder of
the Laureus World
Sports Academy.
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Alice Tai is a
Paralympic swimmer.
The British athlete
was born with
bilateral talipes
and has undergone
multiple operations.
She has already won
gold in the Paralympic sport classes
SB8, SM8 and S8.
Danielle (Nolli)
Waterman was
a champion at
multiple Six Nations
Championships as a
member of England’s
national rugby team.
She became world
champion in 2014.

used for racing cars. There’s a focus on swim caps,
too. When I was young a trainer did a test on how girls
could put their hair in a braid in a way that was the
least aerodynamically disruptive.
What was the perfect position?
AT: He found that it’s best not to put your hair in a
braid at all. (laughs)
Equality is an important issue in many areas
of society. Is there progress towards equality
in your chosen sport?
DW: I’ve been playing rugby for 15 years, 12 of them
unpaid. Today I still make much less money than my
fellow sportsmen, but it’s a start at least. What’s good
is that I financed being an athlete myself. You can make
your own opportunities if you want them.
ND: Things are similar in squash. I was very lucky
and received a great deal of support in Malaysia,
though I always had to fight for women to become visible. However we should also give men motivation and
build a community that works together and doesn’t
exclude anyone.
NEM: I agree completely. When I won the gold medal
at the 1984 Olympics, there weren’t any female sports
journalists, trainers or relevant office holders around me.
These days there are many fantastic female athletes representing their countries, but we’re not quite there yet.

Nicol David was
ranked the number
one squash player
globally for nine
years in a row and,
with eight titles,
is a world-record
holder. The Malaysian sportswoman
concluded her
career in 2019.

What can be done to boost women?
NEM: We need to be loud and make ourselves seen!
I ended my sporting career when I was just 25 so
that I could enter politics and fight there for female
athletes to get equal rights. Sometimes you have to
step on a few toes, but I’m happy to do that to achieve
what I’m fighting for. Sport has given me so much and
I owe that to my father. Being so small was a problem for me; I often cried about it when I was young.
My father used to say, “The best things come in small
packages.” And that I’d one day grow up to be a strong
woman. This attitude is something I want to pass
down to the younger generation, especially to the
couch potatoes who prefer being on social media to
being on the move.
AT: Ah, that’s my generation! Idols like Nawal are
so important. When I was six years old, an Olympic
gold medallist visited my school – and that completely
bowled me over at the time. It also inspired me to
believe I could achieve a lot in swimming. It’s terrific
that I can now inspire others.
DW: I live in England, like Alice. Girls at our schools
play rounders in summer and hockey in winter whilst
the boys play cricket and football or rugby. Even
the education system makes it so that boys and girls
do different things. Why is that? We should be showing athletes of all ethnicities doing all manner of
sports instead.
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The
idea
lab
Since patenting
the automobile in 1886,
Daimler AG has filed
another 120,000. Who are
the people behind these
innovations? We met with
Urs Böhme, one of the
company’s most deeply
committed inventors
Text by CORNELIA HENTSCHEL
Photos by ANDREAS REEG

A family tradition
of tinkering: Urs
Böhme at work

A standard Mercedes-Benz development office at the site in Böblingen:
reference books are stacked high in one corner of the room while a filter
coffee machine awaits use in the other. Cables, boards, family photos and
potted plants lie in between. Urs Böhme’s desk stands in the middle. “One of
my colleagues fetched this lamp when they heard we were having company.”
It is attached to Böhme’s monitor: a light bulb with arms and legs. The reference to Gyro Gearloose’s Little Helper is clear, even for someone not familiar
with the Donald Duck comics. “I always switch it on whenever I have an idea”,
says Böhme and smiles. The lamp has lit up twice in just the last week alone.
What is worth patenting?
Böhme had had brainwaves before the lamp ever made its way into his office.
The statistics from the German Patent and Trade Mark Office count 104 patents in his name, with a further 40 in the pipeline.
Böhme can still remember the first patent that he ever filed. It was in 2011,
shortly after he had switched to his current department, Power Electronics
Pre-Development. “At first my idea seemed too ‘small’ to me – I wasn’t sure
whether it was worth patenting at all. My colleagues had to convince me.”
They did the right thing, as Böhme’s first piece of work was listed in the
patent register under the title “Method and Device for Discharging a
Current-Carrying Coil”. In layman’s terms, the title means splitting the electricity in a current-carrying coil and rerouting it to a capacitor if an electric
car is defective. This reduces the stored energy, and the motor quickly loses
torque and turns off.
What this example shows is that most inventions today are not major
reinventions of the wheel, but rather details and small improvements.
“Time” magazine even spoke of a “Boring Age” with regard to inventions, with
there apparently being no revolutionary innovations on the horizon. Yet, as
Carl Benz attested back in 1920, “The car is fully developed. What else is there
to come?” Today we know there was a lot more to come. When it comes to
innovations, the crumple zone, anti-lock braking system (ABS) or Electronic
Stability Program (ESP®) are a mere few that can be named.
Sustainable inventions
Things are anything but “boring” in the development departments, even
100 years after Carl Benz’s prediction. Especially when it comes to making the
car electric. The new-car range of Mercedes-Benz Cars is planned to become
CO₂-neutral by 2039. Plug-in hybrids and purely electric vehicles are planned
to make up more than half of Mercedes-Benz car sales in just ten years’ time.
Urs Böhme is also a force behind sustainable transport and concepts for
promoting electric drive systems. “This radical change is of course very exciting for people who work with batteries, wiring systems and semiconductors”,
he says enthusiastically. Ideas about sustainability, resource conservation and
recycling made their mark on him when he was just a young man in the 1980s.
He is now passing these ideas onto his children, who seem receptive given
the drawing by his daughter, Daniela, on his desk. It depicts a car driven by
a super-sized wind turbine. “She often asks when I’ll finally have her sketch
patented”, says the father of three with a smile. Tinkering runs in the Böhme
family. Urs Böhme, whose parents are both engineers, accompanied his
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mother to university lectures when he was just four years old. “I don’t think
anything back then caught on except where the toyshops around campus were
located. Nevertheless, technology always had a big presence in our home”,
Böhme reminisces. His role model was his grandfather, Karl Rudolf Böhme,
who in his day filed paperwork on about 50 patents, including a prototype for
the audio cassette.
2,100 ideas per year
As far wide of the mark as Carl Benz may have been with his prediction about
the completion of the automobile, he ultimately proved right in declaring, “The
love of inventing never ends.” The thousands of invention reports that circulate
through Daimler Brand & IP Management GmbH & Co. KG (or “Daimler IP”
for short) each and every year are testaments to this. The company is responsible for Daimler’s intellectual property in the form of patents, marks and
designs. There were over 4,500 invention reports written up across the Group
in 2019 alone.
The ideas for them come from a number of developer teams and think
tanks, and outside of them as well. Theoretically, each of the roughly 300,000
Daimler employees around the world is invited to contribute their ideas. But
does every idea become a patent? Ingo Brückner, who is responsible for powertrain, e-drive and vehicle safety at Daimler IP, shakes his head and adds,
“Last year approximately 2,100 ideas made it from the invention report to patent filing. An important criterion for success is a specific technical solution to
a problem.”
Keeping track of the entire patent landscape and current state of technology, however, is not an easy task within the company, let alone across the
entire world. Urs Böhme has had this experience as well: “It’s of course disappointing if someone got to it faster. However, that also shows my idea was on
the right track.”
Böhme seems never to be far off base, though, with about 40 patents being
filed in his name in 2019 alone. Yet where does this full-time engineer and
devoted family man find all this time for inventing? Böhme says that you
never know exactly when an idea will reveal itself. “It might even be on the
way to the letter box or during a 14-hour drive to a holiday in Spain, where my
in-laws live.”
Spurred on by colleagues
The kitchen table is yet another place where Böhme regularly opens up his
laptop as soon as the kids have been tucked in for the night. The work on an
invention is occasionally a matter of hours, but it can also drag on for several months. Böhme explains, “I rarely submit an invention by myself. Most
are developed through teamwork. ‘Could that work? Have you thought about
this?’” Often it is a word or phrase from the team that can produce a breakthrough. “And if one of them says, ‘That’ll never work!’, that motivates me all
the more”, says Böhme.
He collaborates particularly closely with his desk neighbour and coworker André Haspel, who is also the one who brought him the Little Helper
lamp. “Urs got me started with inventing. He is like a mentor to me”, says the
24-year-old.
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“I rarely submit
an invention by
myself. By far the
most are developed
through teamwork”

Engineers as parents:
Böhme grew up
with technology.
Böhme’s office offers
the best conditions for sustainable thoughts.
Inventor and mentor:
Böhme inspires
young colleagues.
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“Why is it that
your office is
so creative?”
“Because we are
given freedom”,
says Böhme

Emulator in the
basement: “We play
electric car in it”,
Böhme explains.

The transport of
tomorrow needs
creatives like Böhme.
Behind this lamp
is a clever mind.

Haspel is another success story, having submitted over 60 invention reports
in just his three-and-a-half years in the department. Why is it that your office
is so creative? “Because we are given freedom”, says Böhme and looks towards
the third, currently deserted desk in the three-person office. It belongs to his
team leader.
Böhme emphasises that the patents are only a “happy by-product” of his
job. He spends roughly 80 per cent of his time at his computer creating concepts for suppliers or in meetings with colleagues. A pre-development project
for future vehicle platforms has currently reached a critical stage. The goal of
it is the optimum connection of various electric-drive modules. “It’s thrilling
play for developers, with new components, innovative circuits and higher voltage classes.”
What Böhme enjoys most are the laboratories where he spends 20 per cent
of his working week on average, whether for the upcoming soldering of a circuit in the low-voltage lab next door or a measurement in the emulator in
the basement. “The emulator is in between simulation and real operation. We
effectively play electric car in it”, Böhme explains.
Inventing pays off
Both businesses and inventors stand to profit from the flow of good ideas.
In the Innovation Ranking 2016-2019 by the Center of Automotive Management, Mercedes-Benz is listed as the world’s strongest brand for innovation.
In addition, the brand valuation consultancy Brand Finance, based in the
United States, named Mercedes-Benz the world’s most valuable automotive
brand at the start of the calendar year. Strong innovation is an essential factor
for this distinction.
And the inventors? Patents give them respect and, moreover, hard cash:
legislation requires them to be given a monetary payment, even if they have
permanent employment. At Daimler, the individual, lump-sum inventor payment is 1,000 euros for each initial patent filed officially. The payment is split
if multiple creators are involved in the same invention; for Urs Böhme this is
often half a dozen co-inventors. “If the invention is then actually used, a
further 2,500 euros will be paid. We check again if a further payment is appropriate four years after usage has started”, explains IP expert Ingo Brückner.
“It’s an attractive package for our researchers, developers and creatives.” When
asked if he has ever indulged from the inventor payment, Urs Böhme shrugs
and responds, “We’re paying off our house – and yes, I’ve bought myself a
robot vacuum.”
Something that Urs Böhme is never likely to purchase is an invention robot.
Because the transport of tomorrow needs the creativity of people like him
today. The urge to question existing things to create new things was summarised aptly by Carl Benz: “Inventing is much nicer than having invented.”
There is no doubt about it, the Little Helper lamp on Urs Böhme’s desk will be
lighting up for a long time yet.
Cornelia Hentschel’s article about Urs Böhme is the first joint production between
Mercedes me and the Daimler magazine. In it, she and her editorial colleagues write
about technology and innovation as well as the people behind them. More snapshots:
www.daimler.com/magazine
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Several of Jules
Verne’s ideas from
“From the Earth to
the Moon” (1865)
became a reality
with the first moon
landing in 1969.
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A vision held by more than just some enthusiastic fans of
“Star Trek”: even groundbreaking inventions often have
their origins in science-fiction stories. An increasing
number of engineers and scientists are using the power
of fantasy as inspiration for new technologies
Text by MARIE-SOPHIE MÜLLER
Illustrations by YANNICK DE LA PÊCHE
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Inspiring innovation
Futuristic scenarios as imagined for literature and
film by Gibson and other authors frequently appear
astonishingly accurate in retrospect. The voyage
through space described in Jules Verne’s sciencefiction novel “From the Earth to the Moon” from
1865 showed many parallels to the first moon mission
almost 100 years later with the Apollo 11. In the novel,
the projectile in which the three men are blasted to
the moon using a cannon is hollow and made mostly
of aluminium – just like the spaceship for the Apollo
mission that took off from Florida for the moon with
three men on board in 1969. Verne also figured that this
launch location would be appropriate.
Five years before the first manned trip to the moon,
Captain Kirk from the TV series “Star Trek” contacted
others on a “communicator”, which looked shockingly
similar to the first flip phones produced by Motorola.
Back in 2002, the Steven Spielberg film “Minority
Report” showed self-driving cars and personalised
advertising as we know it today from social networking. Science fiction has repeatedly predicted groundbreaking technologies, and often inspired engineers
and scientists.

Captain Kirk was
already communicating by mobile
phone in “Star Trek”
back in 1964.
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eople on the street speak into what seems to
be the void, gesticulating wildly, white headphones plugged in their ears. In supermarkets,
we hold our phone against a card reader to pay. At
breakfast, we use an app to adjust the air conditioning
in our car so that we can climb in at the perfect temperature for the drive to work. All of this is possible, of
course, and scenes like the ones above even became
normal long ago. Despite that, coins still become stuck
in shopping trolleys, we like reading printed books and
the search for a parking space often takes longer than
we would like.
“The future is here already, it’s just spread unevenly,” says science-fiction author William Gibson. It
was this American writer who, in his “Neuromancer”
trilogy of novels beginning in 1984, conceived of a
“cyberspace” in which people communicated with each
other, worked and lived. Entering this virtual reality
required headsets reminiscent of today’s virtual-reality
goggles. Back then, the internet was something most
people had no idea about. VR technology, the next big
thing to change our lives far beyond the entertainment
industry, was little more than an exotic science-fiction
fantasy. “They did it,” gushed William Gibson when
he tried out a set of VR goggles for the first time at a
Toronto TED talk in 2015. Gibson’s fantasy had transformed into a technological reality 20 years later.

Facts and fiction
Ari Popper builds on precisely this. The British writer
and businessman was so fascinated by the power of
innovation in science-fiction stories that in 2012 he
established SciFutures, a corporate-consulting firm
that pursues a novel approach. “Science fiction creates
extraordinary concepts of the future; it is provocative
and visionary while at the same time based on knowledge and facts,” explains Popper. He says that this
makes it the perfect source of inspiration for brands to
present their own idea of the future. “First we research
the facts and use them as a basis for a workshop,” says
Popper, describing the approach. “Then we ask our
clients to develop their own stories, their dystopias
and utopias.”
Experimental prototypes
Using the results of this work, he then turns to a
network of 300 science-fiction authors. Many of them
conceive of future scenarios on this basis. “We encourage our clients to completely immerse themselves
in these fictional worlds conceptually, to imagine
if they were a character in a novel, with real hopes,
fears and needs.”
Lastly, SciFutures connects businesses with tech
start-ups and inventors. The results of this exchange
are, in the best-case scenario, initial prototypes. “This
is the time when really innovative technologies can
be created.”

SCIENCE FIC TION

The dashboard of
K.I.T.T., the talking car
from the television
series “Knight Rider”

The goal is to think big, think laterally and pursue
visionary ideas, even if they exceed the possibilities of today. Such projects are called “moonshots”
within the industry parlance. The Vision AVTR from
Mercedes-Benz (Mercedes me 1/2020 issue) was
designed based on this principle, though without the
help of Popper. Using James Cameron’s science-fiction
film “Avatar” for inspiration, a futuristic study was
developed to transfer the central ideas of the film to
the transportation vehicles of the future. However, it
might be a while until vehicle sensors become so indistinguishable from human senses – as the Vision AVTR
simulates. Projects such as the Vision AVTR still offer
great motivation nonetheless. They allow other visions
to develop freely and without being pigeonholed.
This freedom of ideas is greatly important for
the future of transport in particular. It is an area
where many scientists and businesses, including
Mercedes-Benz, must think things entirely anew.
Transport will become safer, more climate-neutral
and more intelligent. An increasing number of available assistance systems are already helping drivers
and “thinking” for them. The Mercedes-Benz Attention Assist system, for example, prompts the driver
to take a break by analysing their driving style. The
MBUX infotainment system communicates with the
driver, and the driver can control it hassle-free using

voice commands, rather like Michael Knight’s car
K.I.T.T. from the TV series “Knight Rider”. The car may
have appeared futuristic back in its day, but 40 years
later it seems like a visionary prototype for a car we
might soon have.
The power of imagination
Author William Gibson is convinced that the future has
arrived at the present day, and for good reason too.
Holidays in space, for instance, are no longer the
purely utopian idea they once were. The progress continuing to be made with artificial intelligence is paving
the way for technology such as automated driving
(read more on this topic from page 28 onwards).
Nevertheless, engineers and programmers assume
that it will still take some time before vehicles will be
fully autonomous.
Yet what is the role of science fiction if we increasingly feel that reality has caught up with fantasy?
“What motivates me is helping ensure we are better
prepared for unintended consequences and that we
don’t wake up in ten years and notice it’s too late,”
explains Ari Popper. What does that mean? Science
fiction offers the opportunity to harness technological progress with the power of imagination. To find out
early where we need to take countermeasures and see
what is good for us.
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Mercedes-Benz
EQC 400 4MATIC
Combined energy
consumption
(kWh/100 km)*:
20.8–19.7
Combined CO2
emissions (g/km)*:
0
* More information can
be found on page 27.
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The picture
of sustainability:
the EQC
in Copenhagen

EQC

New appearances
From start-up visionary to Danish design star;
from urban New York life to idyllic Copenhagen:
Søren Rose appreciates variety. A drive through
his home town in the new EQC makes that clear
Text by JAN WILMS Photos by JASPER CARLBERG
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His design firm’s
studio is located
in the house
that he lives in.

On the road with the
Mercedes me 2020
app and Mercedes
me Charge

I

t is spring in Copenhagen. A wind blows in from
the Øresund channel over the Baltic Sea beach
in front of the suburb of Klampenborg. For true
Copenhagen locals, there are two attractive options
for passing the time in such weather: sipping a coffee
in quiet comfort or defying the blustery drizzle on a
bicycle ride. Søren Rose has opted for both on this day,
which comes quite close to being his perfect weekend.
This brings us to meet at Cranks & Coffee, a stylish
bike shop with a cafe and boutique.
The 47-year-old has only recently returned to his
home town on a permanent basis after spending more
than ten years commuting between the Danish capital
and Manhattan. The attic of his spacious town house
has been repurposed and transformed into a design
studio for him and his employees, with his family
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life – his wife and three children – just one flight of
stairs away. What catches the eye up here are the
furnishings from the “Gymnasium Collection”, which
kick-started his furniture design career, rescuing old
wooden gym floors from the scrapheap and producing tables and cabinets from them. “I believe that
sustainability means saving resources and avoiding
waste”, says Rose.
Scandinavian modern design
Incorporating a new product’s ecological footprint
from the outset was for a long time just another
option for designers and brands; now this is increasingly becoming one of their most important tasks.
The fantastic ideas and forms that can be created
in an era of limitation and scarcity can be seen in

The Mercedes me
2020 app provides
information about
charging stations in
your area and enables
smart route planning
including charging
stops using Electric
Intelligence navigation. With Mercedes
me Charge you have
access to one of
the largest public
charging networks
in Europe. Billing is
monthly – automatic
and transparent. The
Mercedes me 2020
app also makes it
possible to ensure a
comfortable temperature in your Mercedes
for the time of
departure: program
the air conditioning
in summer and the
parking heater in
winter conveniently via
the app. Interested?
Find out more at:
mercedes.me

Scan the
QR Code for
more information.
mbmag.me/
EQCcharge

EQC

The perfect
family car: Rose
test-drives the EQC
with his children.

Collecting
design classics
inspired Rose to
come up with
his own designs.

The Cranks & Coffee
bicycle shop is where
Rose’s regular bicycle
rides begin.

the impressive development of modern design in
Scandinavia since the 1950s. The furniture from this
era is straightforward, functional and steady while its
bright and neutral colours maximise light in living
spaces. Thanks to their elegant, timeless style, the
classics of Scandinavian design are today more sought
after than ever.
Rose is also a disciple of this school of design with
his designs for lights made of brass, kitchens featuring curved wooden surfaces, and coffee tables fabricated from tree trunks, developed for brands such as
Ferm Living, Menu, Muuto and Unoform that are all
beloved by furniture enthusiasts. “The reserved style
was something I had to learn first, though. I started
my career as a more materialistic person”, recounts
the designer.

Indeed, before the boom of the “new economy”, Rose
founded the media agency Charlie Tango in Copenhagen in 1994, developed Denmark’s biggest app for
mobile payments with it, and sold the agency in 2017.
In 2004, he established Trunk Archive with investor
support, today a renowned photography agency that
represents the world’s most well-known photographers. Alongside that, says Rose, he collected so much
designer furniture that he needed a warehouse to store
it all. Then, seemingly overnight he decided to sell
this collection and start designing his own furniture,
founding Søren Rose Studio.
Silent and powerful
This eagerness to innovate and try out new things
is the driving force of his way of living. It also
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Lunch in the Nordhavn
neighbourhood in the
north of Copenhagen
Rose enjoys a relaxed
midday break before
continuing his
drive in the EQC.

EQC

Rose (centre)
finds balance in
urban life by
bicycling
with friends.

Design that
Rose enjoys. He
quickly feels in
his element in the
EQC’s interior.

A quick game? The
family is nearby during
daily job life, too.

explains his good mood when he gets in the EQC, as
it is his first time driving an electric car. Naturally
the first thing the designer does is closely survey the
design of the EQC. “This is the first electric car that I
actually like. It doesn’t have any excessive, futuristic
elements and instead has a great design that suits the
times. Mercedes has walked this fine line well.”
We set out on our journey almost silently. A gentle
and ultra-comfortable ride that also offers powerful
torque if desired. “The quality of the finish and surfaces is also crucial to me with our designs; you notice
if someone has been producing first-rate objects for
decades, or for over 130 years in Mercedes’ case”, the
designer says effusively.
En route towards the city centre, Rose surprises
us with another facet of his personality. “I’m a huge
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car lover and have had over 20 different models”, he
explains. “My family owns a company that supplies
off-roaders, including the G-Class, to organisations in
Africa like the UN or Red Cross. I came 25th at the
Paris Dakar rally in 2002 – not bad, don’t you think?”
Ambitious Copenhagen
So, what does he see as the future of transport? “I’m
certain that my grandchildren will one day have trouble believing that grandad once sat behind the wheel
himself. I think it would be great if Denmark became a
test lab for autonomous driving.” And why not?
The city of Copenhagen has set itself the ambitious goal of becoming climate-neutral by 2025. It is
considered a particularly sustainable and forwardlooking city, which regularly prompts surveys to

EQC

Model
Mercedes-Benz
EQC 400 4MATIC
Combined energy
consumption
(kWh/100 km)*:
20.8-19.7
Combined CO₂
emissions (g/km)*:
0
Range (km, based
on NEDC**):
up to 471
Nominal capacity
(kW/hp):
300/408
Acceleration
(0-100 km/h):
5.1 sec
Maximum speed
(km/h):
180 (limited)
* More information
about the measurement
method on page 27
** NEDC: New European
Driving Cycle, a method
for measuring energy
consumption

EQC
Scan the QR code
for more information.
mbmag.me/EQC

The EQC is the Mercedes-Benz among electric vehicles, standing out from the crowd with its clean design and typical high
standards for quality, safety and luxury. The EQC’s 408 hp

ensure dynamic driving pleasure. The vehicle that makes
electric cars comfortable and fit for everyday use. More information at: mbmag.me/EQC
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Cranks & Coffee
Stylish bicycle shop with
cafe and boutique in the
Klampenborg neighbourhood by the Baltic Sea.
Enjoy the bike ride
into Copenhagen’s
gorgeous surroundings!
w3w.co/copiers.
paradise.stepping

Ordrupgaard
A more than 100-year-old
museum in Charlottenlund.
French impressionists
and Danish artists can be
viewed in historical
and modern architecture.
With a terrific cafe!
w3w.co/dweller.
tourist.pictured

Lumskebugten
One of Copenhagen’s oldest
restaurants with a traditional, elegant ambience
in the harbour district.
The cuisine: Danish with a
French twist. Smørrebrod
features on the menu, too.
w3w.co/toolkit.
dignity.strongly

Copenhagen Nordvest
This former industrial zone
is today one of the city’s
most hyped neighbourhoods, with galleries, shops
and Kaffeedepartementet,
Copenhagen’s best
coffee roastery.
w3w.co/sliders.
feast.digital

what3words is a simple navigation system that lets you use three words to precisely find any location worldwide.
More information on page 27
1
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rate it one of the world’s most liveable. However even
though the city offers exemplary living conditions,
Rose has noticed that Generation Z, today’s 20- to
30-year-olds, increasingly desire to move out into
the country.
The global social trend of more and more people
crowding into cities may well reverse. “Cars will then
turn into self-driving, personal transport hubs”, he
says. “We will be able to work and relax in them.” Rose
is already working on products for this future. With
his new business, Klein, he designs what are known
as “tiny houses”, which enable a nice life in just a few
square metres.
The first design is the work of a friend, star Danish
architect Bjarke Ingels, and is a boldly planned summer
cottage that should soon be available.
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A perfect weekend
We drive towards another of Rose’s favourite places.
At first glance, this ensemble of cottages made of
pinewood looks a bit like what you would imagine tiny
houses to be. However it is in fact home to a swimming
club directly in the capital’s harbour. Thanks to strict
environmental regulations, the water in Copenhagen’s
harbour pool has been outstandingly clean for 15 years.
If it were a few degrees warmer, a dive into the
water would top off the Rose family’s perfect weekend.
On this day, however, the EQC – from the fully digital
dashboard to the large boot – also offers a spacious
environment for the Rose children. And not just them,
either. Søren Rose has discovered a new candidate for
their next family car. After all, he has never hesitated
to try out new things.

This magazine is
also available on
the App Store
and Google Play:
mbmag.me/ios
mbmag.me/android

PHOTOS TIPS CRANKS & COFFEE/INSTAGRAM, ADAM MØRK/PR MUSEUM ORDUPGAARD, LUMSKEBUGTEN PR, MORTEN SVANE

Charlottenlund

Rose is delighted
with the EQC after
taking it for a spin
in Copenhagen.

GLE COU PÉ

“A completely new driving experience”
The new GLE Coupé combines an efficient electric drive system and powerful
diesel engine with exciting design. YouTube star Paul Wallace drives
the intelligent plug-in hybrid on the rural roads of Andalusia and tests what
100 kilometres of purely electric range means for everyday life

Model
Mercedes-Benz
GLE 350 de
4MATIC Coupé
Combined fuel
consumption,
weighted (l/100 km)*:
1.3–1.1
Energy consumption,
weighted
(kWh/100 km)*:
28.7–24.9
Combined CO₂
emissions,
weighted (g/km)*:
34–29
Electric range (km):
106–100
Engine size (cc):
1,950
Transmission:
9G-TRONIC
(automatic)
System power
(kW/hp):
235/320
System torque (Nm):
700
Top speed (km/h):
210
Acceleration
(0–100 km/h):
6.9 s
* For more information
on the measurement
procedure, please
see page 27.
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Paul Wallace grins into his smartphone’s camera. The
reason he's grinning is right behind him. Awaiting the
car enthusiast and YouTube star in the parking lot is a
GLE 350 de 4MATIC Coupé , the latest addition to
the EQ Power family. Normally, Wallace presents to his
almost two million social-media followers videos of the
most powerful and sporty vehicles with combustion
engines, but now he wants to dip his toes into a

completely new experience: going for a spin with an
electric engine. It is admittedly new terrain for
Wallace, with silent acceleration and a range of up
to 100 kilometres on just electronic drive alone –
impressive for a plug-in hybrid.
Wallace begins his tour of Andalusia at the Port
of Málaga, having already sent the route to the car’s
navigation system using his Mercedes me app

Scan the QR code
for more information.
mbmag.me/
GLE350de
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beforehand. First up on the journey are the foothills of the Sierra Nevada, which the road winds into.
Paul is charging his smartphone wirelessly using
the practical phone-charging holder tucked in the
spacious cockpit .
This less-frequently travelled route gives him
the opportunity to try out the acceleration of the
GLE Coupé. The hybrid engine reveals its strength
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at moments like these. “It feels like a sports car”,
observes Wallace excitedly.
His attention quickly shifts to another of the car’s
special qualities: achieving the best possible range
through skilled driving. Here, the DYNAMIC SELECT
menu helps him with driving modes for comfortable,
sporty, efficient and electric driving, where energy
is regenerated when braking. The hilly landscape

GLE COU PÉ

means that the battery recharges, extending its range.
“A completely new driving experience”, says Wallace
effusively. “The car starts slowing down even if you
just take your foot off the accelerator, which is all
you need in many situations. I regenerate energy at the
same time, too.”
Taking a break on a plateau high above the Costa
del Sol, the Mediterranean glittering in the distance,

the YouTuber watches the reflections on the rear of
the coupé. “The design elegantly combines SUV with
coupé, which could at first seem contradictory.” Even
with a wheelbase six centimetres shorter than the GLE
SUV, the coupé offers a spacious cabin . Not the only
reason Paul wants to get back on the road. The view
from behind the wheel is something to savour, and the
battery has many, many kilometres left .

PHOTOS RYAN KOOPMANS

Electrifying
plug-in hybrid
Paul Wallace is
won over by the
handling and performance of the
new Mercedes-Benz
GLE 350 de 4MATIC
Coupé on the mountain
roads of Andalusia.
The SUV’s powerful
exterior promises
sporty dynamics,
yet it also shines
thanks to its numerous
driving assistance
systems, the electric
power of its hybrid
engine and its elegant
spaciousness.
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C
The C-Class
Cabriolet at the
Sarasota port
in Florida
Gal feels more at
home on the golf
course than ever.
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Learning to let go
Sandra Gal used to count among the world’s best golfers.
Then she was forced to reinvent her life. Why? She tells us
her story on a tour around her adopted home of Florida
Text by MARC BIELEFELD Photos by RICK GOMEZ
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Out and about in
Sarasota: Sandra Gal
enjoys the airstream.

A smart start
with your mobile
phone – with the
Mercedes me apps

G

etting into the Mercedes C-Class Cabriolet this
morning, Sandra Gal feels like her life has come
full circle. She loves beautiful cars. In fact, she
has had a soft spot for special vehicles ever since
childhood and, from an early age, loved to sit behind
the steering wheel. The first-ever vehicle to catch her
fancy was a golf cart. But more on that later.
There is a warm wind blowing gently over the golf
course of Lakewood Ranch in north-eastern Sarasota
County, Florida, as Sandra Gal buckles into the
Cabriolet and sets off for an open-top jaunt around
the “Sunshine State”. Awaiting her along the route
are bays lined with palm trees and mangroves, and
roads and boulevards that will take her past snowwhite beaches.
Having first put down the top and gotten comfy
in the cream-coloured driver’s seat, the professional
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golfer heads west under a clear-blue sky towards
Sapphire Shores. “Such a dream”, sighs the 34-yearold, smiling as she recalls her first road trips as a
young child, back when she couldn’t even hold a club
properly but was already busy making her rounds on
the golf course.
She had gotten her first set of plastic golf clubs on
her sixth birthday as a gift from her parents. “Back
then, I wasn’t too enthusiastic about golf itself”, Gal
recalls. But something golf-related had caught her
eye: the golf cart her parents would whiz around
the course in.
Scholarships in the US
So it was her early fascination with driving that eventually led Gal to golf. And golf that would lead her to success. At 14, she had been identified as an exceptional

Did you know that
you can find out
about the status of
your Mercedes via
your smartphone and
operate some functions remotely? The
Mercedes me 2020
app shows you
mileage, fuel level
and range. You
receive warnings if
windows or doors are
unintentionally opened and can close
them with one click.
You can also use
the Mercedes me
Service app to book
appointments with
your Mercedes-Benz
partner. In informative how-to videos,
you can also learn
how to carry out
minor maintenance
on the vehicle
yourself. Interested?
Find out more at
mercedes.me
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Gal packs her
golf equipment
into the trunk of
the Cabriolet.
Perfect conditions
for teeing off in
the evening sun

PHOTO BOTTOM RIGHT LILA RESTAURANT IN SARASOTA/INSTAGRAM

Gal likes a light
evening meal.

talent and championed accordingly. By the age of 17,
she had been accepted onto the German national team.
Having been awarded two golf scholarships in the US
as a teenager, she moved to Florida for the first time
and continued to enjoy ever-greater tournament success. She completed her high school education and
continued her studies, earning a Bachelor of Advertising degree before turning professional in the final
semester of her studies.
In the years that followed, she became Europe’s
number one female golfer and, in the US, played
against the best female golfers in the world. An exceptional talent, she was celebrated as the “German golf
queen”. A star on the world’s greens.
She has now lived in the US for 16 years, spending
up to ten months of the year on tour. She loves coming
back to her adopted home of Sarasota, Florida.

“You mostly have great weather for training here, even
in the winter”, she explains. “And I love having the
warm sea at my doorstep.” She often puts her bike in
the car and drives to the beaches of the Gulf of Mexico,
where she does yoga, swims and jogs. A picture-book
life ... but also one with scope for change, with the will
to continually develop, both on the greens and off.
“2019 was a key year for me”, says Gal as she parks the
car in front of a restaurant near the bay front offering
spectacular sea views. “The last few months have been
like restarting with a software update.”
In late 2018, she was struck down with Lyme disease, through which she suffered fatigue and inertia,
and became increasingly thin-skinned. In mid-2019,
she cancelled all her upcoming tournaments. But this
temporary withdrawal from golf also served as a kind
of inner retreat for her. Sandra Gal says: “I had
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The 34-year-old
draws strength
from her daily
early-morning
yoga routine.
The professional
golfer loves Florida’s
special light and
natural landscapes.
After suffering
a long illness,
Gal is enjoying life
more than ever.

always measured myself based on my sporting successes and put myself under enormous pressure.” She
takes a sip of her lemonade. “I had to learn that it was
not the athlete Sandra Gal who was number one, but
rather the person Sandra Gal.”
She spent time in Italy, meditated, did yoga, and
prevailed against the disease, coming out of the ordeal
with a new attitude. Today she feels more relaxed and
laid back. “Without the mask, without the need to
always give my best.”
Success and performance. Prize money, victory,
fame. Today, she defines these terms differently, dares
to take a new perspective on life, on herself. This is the
new Sandra Gal. She still boasts a fantastic swing. But
she has learnt to let go.
Nowadays she paints, plays the guitar, and has even
written an original song. She remembers her earlier
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passions, the ones she had before golf took over her
life. As a child, she danced ballet and played the violin
in an orchestra. This can all finally return now and
take its place in her life again. “That is what matters”,
she says. “It’s what is on the inside, not what is on
the outside.”
Championing young talents
There is another area of her work that she holds very
close to her heart. She oversaw her first charity event
back in 2015, at which she raised and collected money
for Volunteers of America. The non-profit organisation supports the homeless and children from destitute families.
In August 2019, she opened her first Sandra Gal
Children’s Center. Located in Miami’s Little Havana, the
centre offers painting, music and yoga classes for

C-CL A SS

Model
Mercedes-Benz
C 300 Cabriolet
Fuel consumption
(l/100 km)*
urban:
9.1–8.3
extra-urban:
5.7–5.2
combined:
6.9–6.3
Combined CO₂
emissions
(g/km)*:
158–144
Gearbox:
9G-TRONIC
Cylinder
arrangement/
number:
4
Engine size (cc):
1,991
Nominal capacity
(kW in rpm):
190 at
5,800–6,100
Top speed:
250 km/h
Acceleration
(0–100 km/h):
6.3 s
Efficiency class:
B
* For more information
please go to page 27.

OPEN-TOP COMFORT OF THE HIGHEST CALIBRE: THE MERCEDES-BENZ C 300 CABRIOLET
The new C-Class Cabriolet extends the open-air season to
include the whole year – be it in everyday life or for weekend
excursions. This is open-top comfort at its best: the combination of the automatic AIRCAP wind deflector system and
AIRSCARF headroom heating creates optimum conditions,

freeing you of your dependence on wind and weather. Not
only for golf pros like Sandra Gal. Allow the C-Class Cabriolet
driver assistance and safety systems to relieve you of the hard
work, and enjoy a relaxing drive through the countryside. Find
out more at: mbmag.me/cclasscabriolet

Scan the QR code
for more information.
mbmag.me/
cclasscabriolet
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1 Mote
Mote is a marine
research institution
and public aquarium
that invites visitors
to meet rare
inhabitants of the
underwater world.
w3w.co/holders.
unbound.people

3 The Concession golf club
If you like sportiness and
community, then this is
just the place for you.
Top golfers Jack Nicklaus
and Tony Jacklin welcome
you to play on one of
Florida’s best golf courses.
w3w.co/actions.
bootie.width

2 Siesta Beach
Experience azure-blue waves
breaking on bright white sand
while being cooled by a
gentle breeze – Siesta Beach
on the island of Siesta Key
is among Sarasota’s
top get-together spots.
w3w.co/year.
happily.changed

4 Botanical gardens
A place to marvel at rare
tropical plants in all their
glory. An oasis of calm
providing visitors with
fascinating insights into
Florida’s impressive
plant diversity.
w3w.co/raves.
traders.another

what3words is a simple navigation system that enables you to precisely locate any place in the world using just three words.
More information on page 27
3

4
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disadvantaged children. It is a place where talent can
be identified and promoted, and where fledgling
grandmasters can practice their skills on their own
putting green. Just like the young Sandra Gal did back
then. When she wasn’t zooming around in a golf
cart, that is.
On seeing the Mercedes C 300 before her in the
golden afternoon sun, Sandra Gal can’t help herself. She just has to take it out for a few more miles,
cruising around her corner of Florida for the rest of
the afternoon. She puts on her sunglasses, climbs in
and sets off.
As she heads north, she sees Sarasota Bay open
up before her: the mint-green sea, yachts moored
off Bird Key, boats bobbing along the jetties in the
evening light. Sandra Gal steers the car along the
secluded coastal roads, through a world of palm trees
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and pink villas, with the smell of the salty sea heavy
in the air. At the end of this beautiful day, the courses
are calling her name, and she can’t resist.
She has to play a quick round of golf on this balmy
evening, to feel the force of a perfect shot in her
muscles. She drives the Mercedes back to her home,
grabs her golf bag, parks the car at a nearby country
club, and heads to the golf course.
It is time to do what she does best of all. “I have
once again rediscovered my love of golf”, she explains.
“I don’t put myself under so much pressure any more,
and am playing better for it.” She already has her next
tournaments lined up. She wants to make it to the top
again. Totally professional, totally relaxed.
She says this as she pulls her golf club back before
whacking it into the distance. A white dot curves
majestically up into the evening sky.

The magazine can
also be read in the
App Store and on
Google Play:
mbmag.me/ios
mbmag.me/android
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Sandra Gal today,
more relaxed and
laid back than ever
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Sustainable inspiration: the latest from Mercedes-Benz
Your dream car is just
a few clicks away
Late summer offers the perfect weather for convertibles. Now you can fulfil
your dream of driving the
latest Mercedes-Benz model
on exceptionally nice days,
whether on the spur of the
moment or after a long, eager
wait. Starting now, you can
order fully configured cars in
just a few clicks in “Your Store”
on the Mercedes-Benz website. They will be delivered to
a Mercedes-Benz partner near
you – or directly to your house.
Home delivery is done without contact and in line with
hygiene regulations. In addition, you can explore attractive
terms and offers.
mercedes-benz.de/deinstore

Enough space for everyone!
The electric EQV Saloon offers vast storage space and a range of up to 418 kilometres,
making it ideal for families or sports enthusiasts with lots of equipment
Are you looking for an electric
car with space for the whole
family? Or generous storage
space for your sports equipment? The new EQV offers
eight seats and drives emission-free locally with a range
of up to 418 kilometres. With
the EQV, Mercedes-Benz is
expanding its range of electric
vehicles. Elegant design detail
on the exterior and in the interior adds a stylish finish to the
electric MPV. The MBUX multimedia system ensures entertainment and the fastest route
to your destination.
mbmag.me/eqv
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Model
Mercedes-Benz
EQV 300
Combined energy
consumption
(kWh/100 km)*:
26.3
Combined CO₂
emissions
(g/km)*:
0
* For more information
please go to page 27.
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Emotional intelligence
Thanks to comprehensive digital assistance systems and an innovative, smart steering wheel,
the new E-Class can drive semi-autonomously, while the sharpened design combines energy and elegance

T

he Mercedes-Benz E-Class stands for elegance,
sport, luxury and – in its latest generation more
than ever – for ultra-modern technologies. The
interior offers passengers the innovative, voice-controlled MBUX (Mercedes-Benz User Experience) infotainment system. This includes two standard 10.25 inch
screens arranged side by side for widescreen visuals in
the cockpit. The integrated augmented-reality technology projects real objects such as traffic lights and
signs that are on the street onto the media displays.
That means the driver has a constant eye on everything.
In selected situations, the driver can also take a
more relaxed approach, without compromising on
safety. The E-Class possesses the latest generation of
active assistance systems. They allow the car to drive
semi-autonomously in certain traffic conditions. When
braking or driving in traffic that requires frequent

changes in speed, DISTRONIC Active Distance Assist
and Active Speed Limit Assist can brake and accelerate independently. What is particularly useful is if
the driver grips the digital, smart steering wheel with
hands-off recognition, it intuitively and seamlessly signalises to the assist systems that the driver is steering
the E-Class actively.
Externally, the E-Class appearance is more dynamic
than ever. Modifications to the front headlamps, grille
and front bumper refine its sporty look. The plug-in
hybrid engine is also impressively sustainable and
is available for the Saloon and Estate. In summary,
the E-Class combines efficiency, emotional design
and technological intelligence with effortlessness,
underscoring its status as the most-sold series from
Mercedes-Benz.
mbmag.me/eclass

The sharpened design
makes the new
E-Class appear more
dynamic than ever.

PHOTOS MERCEDES-BENZ AG

Elegance and
functionality: the
cockpit is designed
for the driver.
Stylish refinement:
the E-Class
combines emotion
and intelligence,
even in the detail.
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Discover new things
Flush with intelligent features on the inside and inspiringly dynamic on the outside:
the GLA and Edition 2020 special editions of the compact class are truly glorious

PHOTOS MERCEDES-BENZ AG

Spacious and
full of character:
the new GLA
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Sporty and
urban: the
A-Class Saloon

Every day
activity: the CLA
Shooting Brake

E

very year, Mercedes-Benz surprises with new
special editions. This year, they are thoroughly
characterised by a sporting nature and include
the A-Class, the A-Class Saloon, the B-Class, the CLA
Coupé and the CLA Shooting Brake. The AMG Line provides the cars with an exceptionally dynamic personality visually; what’s more, the chassis are lower and
have more of a racing design. Thanks to the effective
use of the colour black, for instance in the pins on the
diamond grille, the Night package ensures impressive
aesthetic accents. LED headlamps and ambient lighting
add the finishing touch to the special editions’ features.
A further highlight for 2020 is the GLA with AMG
Line. With a compact silhouette, expression-filled
details such as dynamic rims and LED High Perfor-

mance headlamps, modern racing spirit also permeates the exterior of the GLA.
The interior of the versatile off-roader offers
surprises with its spaciousness and functionality.
The new generation of models introduced the option
of installing a third row of seats. As a result, the boot
volume and number of seats can be adjusted flexibly.
The MBUX multimedia system also features as one
of the GLA’s highlights. Let it navigate you past traffic
jams in comfort, or activate voice control with a casual
“Hey Mercedes” and ask about the attractions in your
area. It is not only its off-road personality that makes
the GLA the perfect partner for exploration, in everyday life and beyond too.
mbmag.me/specialeditions
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After starting at McLaren, Ian James
switched to Daimler AG in 2005. As
captain of the Mercedes-Benz EQ
Formula E team, the engineer has
been leading the brand into a new
era of motor racing since 2019.
The 42-year-old and his workers
are particularly encouraged by
the growing number
of fans who are discovering the electric
racing championship.
mbmag.me/formulae
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Needless to say,
the sporting goal
of a brand like
Mercedes-Benz is to win races,
including in Formula E. The
championship is about true
racing. Importantly, it is also
about us showing that sustainability and motor racing must
always be in balance. Our
racing cars prove just how
high-performing electric vehicles already are, and that is
how we get more and more
people excited about the benefits of sustainable engines.
Our first season as a debutant in Formula E got off to a
surprisingly successful start.
Why surprising, you might
ask? A fair question, seeing as
Mercedes-Benz has 125 years
of motor-racing history and

is a world series champion
in Formula 1.
However, we first had to
form a team of employees who
called five locations in two
different countries home. Our
team spirit has since become
world-class, may I add.
There was also a steep
learning curve as Formula E is
so different to other racing
series. The chassis of the racing cars are the same for
everyone, but the powertrain
is a self-developed product.
The street circuits are in city
centres, making the surfaces
narrow, dirty and slippery.
Sometimes there are tram
tracks cutting through the
asphalt. There is next to no
data available for what it
means to race in cities such as

Santiago, Mexico City or Berlin,
and there are many incal culable factors. This means
the racing engineers must
be ultra-flexible.
I am a die-hard motorracing fan, so I love Formula E.
Electric motor sport and its
young, urban audiences represent the future and we
are helping shape it, continuing our brand’s tradition
and heritage.
This includes us understanding sustainability as a
crucial priority. For example,
the car batteries are kept for
research after the season ends.
Later they are transferred
to a recycling programme.
We think about
electric transport
holistically.

PHOTO MERCEDES-BENZ AG

Why is Mercedes involved in Formula E?

Your deposits – as safe
as a Mercedes.
Did you know that with Mercedes-Benz Bank, you can invest your money at attractive
interest rates? No matter whether it’s a daily cash account or a fixed-term deposit.
The daily cash account gives you maximum flexibility with its round-the-clock access
to your money. While there is no minimum maturity or minimum deposit, you can earn
interest from the first euro. A fixed-term-deposit offers guaranteed interest rates over
a fixed investment period ranging from three months to six years.
If you have any questions about our products, please give us a call on
+49 (0)681 9659 5000. Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Or find out more
by visiting mb4.me/aktuelle-zinsuebersicht

Provider: Mercedes-Benz Bank AG, Siemensstrasse 7, 70469 Stuttgart, Germany

call a
The diamond ring with magical mirror setting.

available from leading jewellers
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